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SUMMARY
A computer program used for the calculation of the thermodynamic performance of
one- and two-shaft Brayton-cycle space-power systems is presented. Systems that can
be analyzed include those with and without reheating and/or intercooling. Provision is
made in the program to account for turbine-coolant flow.
Inputs required for the program include the component performance parameters and
the cycle temperature variables. Performance outputs from the program include cycle
efficiency and prims radiator area. Sample input and output are presented to demonstrate
the use of the program.
INTRODUCTION
One of the first phases in the amdysts of any power cycle is the determination of the
thermodynamic performance parameters and optimum cycle-variable values pertinent to
the particular apPlicatten. Such analyses have been performed for Brayton-cycle space-
power system to determine the effects of cycle temperature variables, component per-
forxmmce parameters , reheating and/or intercooling, and turbine-coolant bypass flow on
cycle efficiency and prime radiator areL Examples of these analyses are found in refer-
ences I and 2. These cycle studies are performed most rapidly and conveniently with a
computer.
The compute_ _rosTam used tO obtain the thermodynamic performance results in
references I and _iand associated s,tud!es,is presented herein. The analysis equations
comprising the pr_ m are _v_m in these references.. One-, and two-shaft systems with
,and WithoutreheatS** and/.or _rcoo!ing cruzbe _ani!yz.ed. It is _so possible tO account
for the effects of turbine-ooo_t flow. ;The features of*this prolPmm are discussed and
,f
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the FORTRAN listing is presented. Sample input and output are included to demonstrate
use of the program.
PROGRAMDESCRIPTION
The computer program calculates cycle thermodynamic performance for one- and
two-shaft Brayton-cycle space-power systems with and without reheating and/or inter-
cooling. A schematic diagram of the general system being analyzed along with calculation
station identification numbers is presented in figure 1. The system variations that can be
analyzed are obtained by eliminating components such as the reheater, intercooler, and
high-pressure turbomachinery through input specifications. The thermodynamic analysis
equations that comprise the program were derived in references 1 and 2. The general
features of the program are discussed herein and detailed descriptions of the input and
output are presented. The FORTRAN program and associated variables are listed in the
appendixes.
GeneralFeatures
Basic systems. - The program is set up to analyze five basic systems, four of which
are included in the general system shown in figure 1. These four systems, in which the
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i alternator is on the low-pressure shaft, include those with (1) neither reheating nor inter-
! cooling, (2) reheating only, (3) intercooling only, and (4) both reheating and intercooling.
! In the fifth system, which also has both reheating and intercooling, the alternator is on
i the high-pressure shaft. As seen in figure 1, only one stage of reheating or intercooling
is considered. The system to be analyzed is specified by the input variable KASE, as will
be described in the section Input, and the program automatically selects the proper anal-
ysis path.
Shaft arrangements. - As seen in figure 1, the system is considered to have a two-
shaft turbomachinery arrangement when reheating and/or intercooling are used. With
neither reheating nor intercooling, either one-shaft or two-shaft arrangements can be
analyzed. The selected shaft arrangement and particular turbine-work split for a two-
shaft arrangement are specified by the input variable ST, which expresses the ratio of
high-pressure-turbine work to low-pressure-turbine work. Appropriate selection of ST,
as will be discussed in the section Input, y_.elds shaft arrangements including a t_ne-shaft
system (the low-pressure shaft in figure 1), various two-shaft two-compressor systems
(representing variations in shaft-work spliQ, and a two-shaft one-compressor system
(compressor on the high-pressure shaft).
Turbine-coolant flow. - The effects of turbine-coolant flow are analyzed according to
the bypass model specified in reference 2; that is, coolant flow is assumed to bypass the
turbine and then mix with the main stream. Coolant flow, as seen from figure 1, c_n
originate either from the compressor outlet (station 5) or the recuperator outlet (station 6)
as desired. This coolant can then rejoin the main stream downstream of either turbine.
The amount, source, and destination of the bypass flow are specified by the input vari-
ables YIP, Y1PFR6, Y2, and Yg.FR6as described in the section Input.
Temperature ratio variation. - For each set of input parameters, the two cycle tem-
perature variables can be varied parametrically between specified limits. These vari-
ables are cycle temperature ratio (T41), which is the ratio of compressor-inlet to
turbine-inlet temperature, and turbine temperature raUo ('1'21),which is the ratio of
turbine-exit to turbine-inlet temperature. The limits and increments for these tempera-
ture ratioa are specified by the input variables T41MIN, T41DEL, T41MAX, T21MIN,
T21DEL, and T21MAX. For each value of cycle temperature ratio, the cycle computa-
tions are made for the range of turbine temperature ratios, and then the maximum cycle
efficiency within that range and the associated turbine temperature ratio are determined.
Reheat and lntercool temperatures. - For any given case, the temperatures leaving
the intercooler or reheater canbe varied. These temperatures are expressed as ratios
'of the first-compressor-inlet or flrat-turbine-inlet temperatures, and are specified by
the Inputvaria_es C4 and CL
Progra_m orgm_ rich. - There is a main program, ETACY2_ and three subroutines,
RADTRA, MAXIM, madZERO. Main program ETACYZ controls _ the input and output
' 87"
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and computes all temperatures and turbornachinery pressure ratios, as well as cycle ef-
ficiency and weight flow, for the cycle. Subroutine RADTRA computes the prime radiator
areas required for both primary heat rejection and intercooling. Subrouth_e MAXIMpro-
vides the logic for determining, the maximum cycle efficiency and associated turbine tem-
perature ratio for each cycle temperature ratio. Subroutine ZERO provides the logic for
determining the turbine work split that yields a two-shaft one-compressor arrangement.
These program are listed and the variables identified in the appendixes.
Input
The input values for this program include component efficienciea, cycle loss pressure
ratio, gas specific heat ratio, turbine work split, turbine-inlet temperature, space-sink
temperature, radiator emissivity, gas heat-transfer coefficient in the radiator,
reheat temperature, intercool temperature, cycle temperature-ratio range and increment,
turbine temperature-ratio range and increment, and integers specifying the appropriate
system and giving instructions for further input.
In table I, sample data are presented in the required form for input. A field width of
10 columns is allowed for all variables except those on the first card, which contains only
2 one-digit integers. If there is no decimal point included in the field, the four rightmost
elements of each field are taken to represent four decimal places. The input variables
are defined in the following list:
KABE specifies system as follows:
1 - intercooling and reheating, alternator on high-pressure shaft
2 - intercooling only, alternator on low-pressure shaft
$ - intercooling and reheatm& alternator on low-pressure shaft
4 - no intercooling or reheating, alternator on low-pressure shaft
§ - reheating only, alternator on low-pressure shaft
KREAD specifies FORTRAN statement number (I, 2, or 3) to which program returns
for more input data
ETATI efficiency of turb/ne on hl_-pressure shaft, fraction
ETAT2 efficiency of turl04neon low-pressure shaft, fraction !
ETAC1 efficiency o_ compressor on low-pr_sure shaft, fraetica 1
ETAC'J elMo/moy _ compressor on hlllh-pressm shaft, fraction
RL cycle loss pressure rat/o
Z r_ul_rator effectiveness, fractim
5
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GAMMA gas specific heat ratio
T41MIN minimum value of cycle temperature ratio. (ratio of compressor-inlet to
turbine-inlet temperature)
T41DEL cycle temperature-ratio increment
T41MAX maximum value of cycle temperature ratio
T21MIN minimum value of turbine temperature ratio (ratio of turbine-exit to turbine-
inlet temperature)
T2IDEL turbine temperature-ratio increment
T21MAX maximum value of turbine temperatur_ ratio
C1 ratio of reheat temperature to turbine-inlet temperature
C4 ratio of inter¢ool temperature to compressor-inlet temperature
ST raUo of high-pressure-turbine work to low-pressure-turbine work (ST = 0
yields a one-shaft arrangement and a negative ST yields a two-shaft, one-
compressor arrangement)
T1 turbine-inlet temperature, OR
T8 space-sink temperature, OR
EI_ radiator surface emissivity
Hit radiator gas heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr)(ft 2 prime area)_R)
DLMIN convergence increment for radiator area computation
Y1P ratio of high-preuure-turbine coolant flow to compressor flow
YIPFR6 fraction of Y1P originating from recuperator outlet
YB ratio of low-preuure-turbine coolant flow to compressor flow
YZFR6 fraction of YB ortiOsmtingfrom reeuperater outlet
DLTIPM eoaverpnce increment for temperature after mixing of main stream msd
coolant
• ' k_.
Output ,
The prated output from the.prosrmntnclmtea perUm_Jnput_valueo msd-the fomm_
machinerypressureratios, amlratios of all temper" _ the cycle_ _hlae-
,,,,
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inlet temperature. All temperatures and pressures are stagnation values. Prime radi-
ator areas are computed on the basis that the gas cooler and intercooler are radiators.
Sample output corresponding to the sample input is given in table TT. The top line is
a program identification title; the second line specifies the case being analyzed. Next are
two sets of two lines each, consisting of pertinent input variables and their associated
values. The printed names for all but one of these input variables, except for added paren-
theses in some cases, corresponds exactly to those listed in the section Input. The one
except/on is SPLIT (T) which corresponds to the input variable ST. The computed results
are then pre_ented in groups, each group being for a different cycle temperature ratio
(T4/T1) starting from the lowest (T41MIN) and going to the highest (T41MAX). Three
such groups are vhown in table H for cycle temperature ratios of 0. _75, 0. 300, and 0. 325.
The first line in each group identifies the cycle temperature ratio (T4/T1) and gives the
ratios of intercool temperature to turbine-inlet temperature (T4PP/T1, which is a func-
tion of the input variable C4) and reheat temperature to turbine inlet temperature
(TIPP/T1, which corresponds to the input variable C1). With no intercooling or reheat-
ing, the pertinent temperature ratio is artificially set to zero for printout purposes only.
Next is a line of headings which are identified in the following list. Then there is one line
of results for ea,_.l turbine temperature ratio (T2/T1). The last line of each group shows
the values that correspond to maximum cycle efficiency for that cycle temperature ratio
group. The column headings for each group are identified as follows:
Tg./T1 ratio of turbine-exit to turbine-inlet temperature
ETACY cycle efficiency, fraction
WCT/P weight flow parameter, equal to weight flow 0b/sec) times specific heat
(Btu/(lb)(°R)) times turbine-inlet temperature (OR) divided by shaft power
to alternator (kW)
TIP/T1 ratio of high-pressure-turbine-exit to turbine-inlet temperature
T3/T1 ratio of gas cooler-inlet to turbine-inlet temperature
T4P/TI ratio of Iow-pressure-compressor-exlt to turbine-inlet temperature
TS/T1 ratio of hi@-pressure-compressor-ezlt to turblne-lnlet temperature
T6/TI ratio of gas-heater-inlet to turbine-inlet temperature
P1/PIP pressure ratio across hi_-pressure turbine
P1PP/P2 pressure ratio across low-pressure turbine
P4P/P4 pressure ratio across low-pressure compressor
P§/P4PP pressure ratio across high-pressttre compressor
-|
1 "
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SPLIT (C) ratio of low-pressure-compressor work to high-pressure-compressor work
• (artificially set to zero when ST = 0)
._,RAD/P specific prime radiator area required for primary heat rejection, ft2/kW
AINT/]P specific prime radiator area required for intercooling, ft2/kW
ATOT/P total specific prime radiator area, ft2/kW
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Cleveland, Ohio, November 15, 1966,
,!
128-31-02-25-22.
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APPENDIXA
MAINPROGRAMETACY2
Main program ETACY2 controls all input and output, contains all analysis-path
branching logic, and computes all temperature ratios around the cycle, turbomachinery
pressure ratios, cycle efficiency, and weight flow parameter. The thermodynamic equa-
tions used are those presented in appendixes B of references 1 and 2.
PROGRAMVARIABLES
All items marked input variable are identified in the section Input. The variables for
ETACY2 are the following:
AINOP specific prime radiator area for intercooling
AROP specific prime radiator area for primary heat rejection
ATOP total specific prime radiator area
C1 input variable
C4 input variable
CFUNC function of COEFC
COEFB coefficient B of quadratic equation x 2 + Bx + C = 0 where x equals T4P1
COEFC coefficient C of quadratic equation x 2 + Bx + C = 0 where x equals T4P1
DLMIN input variable
DLT1PM input variable
E input variable
EE product of recuperator effectiveness and fraction of compressor flow that
passes through recuperator
EPS input variable
E?ACY cycle efficiency
ETAC1 input variable
ETAC2 input variable
ETANUM numerator of expression used to compute ETACY
10
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ETAT 1 input variable
ETAT2 input variable
EXP function of GAMMA
GAMMA input variable
HR input variable
IN logic indicator for determination of ST value that yields SC = 0
IND logic indicator for determination of maximum value of ETACY
J logic indicator for determination of program path during ETACY maximization
iteration
KASE input variable
KREAD input variable
M logic indicator for determination of TIPM1
PIPP2 pressure ratio across tow-pressure turbine
PIPIX isentropic temperatm_ratio across high-pressure hu'bine
P11P pressure ratio across high-pressure turbine
P21PPX isentropic temperature ratio across low-pressure turbine
P4P4 pressure ratio across l(_w-pressure compressor
P4P4X isentropic temperature ratio across low-pressure compressor
P54PP pressure ratio across high-pressure compressor
P54PPX isentropic temperature ratio across high-pressure compressor
RCX isentropic temperature ratio corresponding to total pressure ratio across both
compressors
RL input variable
RTX isentropic temperature ratio corresponding to total pressure ratio across
both turbines
SC raUo of low-pressure-compressor work to high-pressure-compressor work
ST input variable
8TT input value of ST _ ,,
STY value of ST adjusted for coolant bypass, ,
TF_T value tested for convergence of T1PM1 , :
11
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TS input variable
TS1 ratio of TS to T1
TT1PM1 temporary storage for TIPM1
T1 input variable
TIPM1 ratio of high-pressure-turbine-exit temperature, after mixing with coolant,
to turbine-inlet temperature
TIPP1 ratio of reheater-extt to turbine-inlet temperature
T 1P 1 ratio of high -pressure- turbine- exit to turbine - inlet te mperature
T2M1 ratio of low-pressure-turbine-exit temperature, after mixing with coolant,
to turbine-inlet-temperature
T21 ratio of low-pressure-turbine-exit to turbine-inlet temperature
T21BEG lowest value of T21 used in ETACY maximization iteration
T2LDEL input variable
T21END highest value of T21 used in ETACY ma_gflzaUon iteration
T21MAX input variable
T21MIN input variable
i_ T31 ratio of gas cooler-inlet to turbine-inlet temperature
i T4PP1 ratio of intercooler-exit to turbine-inlet temperature
T4P1 ratio of intercooler-inlet to turbine-inlet temperature
i T494 temperature ratio across low-pressure compressor
T41 ratio of compressor-inlet to turbine-inlet temperaturef
i T41DEL input variableMAX
i T41MIN input variable ,,
T§I ratio of high-pressure-compressor-exit to turblne,inlettemperatura
T54PP temperature ratio across hl_-preuure compressor "_
T61 ratio of gas-heater-inlet to turbine-inlet temperature
WPARAM weight flow parameter (see secUon Output) :" "
XTIP1 storage for calculated TIPI ' '_, ' .......
Y lower limit test value for ..... _ "-':/"_ ':-"_":" '"
1 " /
r--
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YTOT ratio of total coolant to compre,_sor flow
YlP input variable
Y1PFR6 input variable
Y2 input variable
Y2FR6 input variable
Y5 ratio of coolant flow from compressor exit to compressor flow
YS1P ratio of high-pressure-turbine coolant flow from compressor exit to com-
pressor flow
Y52 ratio of low-pressure-turbine coolant flow from compressor exit to com-
pressor flow
Y6 ratio of coolant flow from recuperator exit to compressor flow
Y61P ratio of high-pressure-turbine coolant flow from recuperator exit to com-
pressor flow
Y62 ratio of low-pressure-turbine coolant flow from recuperator exit to com-
pressor flow
PROGRAMLISTING
$I IIFI'C ETACV2
C BRAYTON CYCLE - TWO SPOOL - VARIABLE HONK SPLIT
C CASE I- INTERCOOL AND REHEAT - ALT. ON HIGH PRESSURE SHAFT
C CASE 2- INTERCOOL ONLY - ALTo ON LOll PRESSURE SHAFT
C CASE 3- INTERCOOL AND REHEAT - ALTo IN LOH PRESSURE SHAFT
C CASE 4- NO INTERCOQL OR REHEAT - ALT. ON LOW PRESSURE SHAFT
C CASE 5- REHEAT ONLY- ALT. ON LOH PRESSURE SHAFT
C KASE DENOTES THE SPECIFIED CASE
C END OF PROGRAMTRANSFER TO STATEHENT NUMBERKNEAD
C IF INPUT ST IS NEGATIVEt SC HILL EQUAL ZERO
C
I READ 1St999| KASEoKREAD
READ (SelO00) §TATIoETATEtETACItETAC2
REAO | Se 10001 RLt EtGANNA
REAO ISttO00| T4_lNINtT41DELeT41iqAX
READ (_hplO00I TEgNINoTEIOELeTEIHAX
T 41MAX,IT41NAX4 T4_IDELeo 1
TEINAXaT2 INAXtTEIDEL* • 1
2 READ ISelO00t CIeC4tST
IF(CIoEQoOeO) GO TO 1
STTmST
READ ISo 1000| T|eTStEPSoHRtOLNIN
S REAO |So ILO.O0| YI.PeyIIPFRBeYEtYEFR6tOLT|PN
IFIYIPoltQoIoOI GO TO 2
18
i
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15 WRITE (6.1010)
XT lipl']L o0
GO 11"0130eZO.60t4.1v62).KASE
20 HR|lrE |61 1021)
GO I"0 50
30 HRIIrE (6t1022)
GO rO 50
60 IdRITE f6t].023)
GO TO 50
4! WRITE (6.10261
GO TO 50
6.2 HRITE (6t10251
50 WRITE |6. L030| ETATI.ETAT2.ETAClltETAC2eRL.EeGAMMA.CIeC6eSTT
HRITE (611-035) TIeTStEPSeHRtYIptyltPFR6tY2.Y2FR6
Y62=Y 2FR6_Y2
Y61P"Y ]LPFR6_YIP
YbmY62eY61P
YTOT'Y24"Y |P
YS-YTOT-Y6
Y52=Y2-Y62
Y51PsY 1P-YGIP
EE,=E4'(I.O-YS l
T61"T61HIN
T2|sT2|H[N
T51"121
I"61"121
ltlPH |"0,0
J-O
N=O
55 T216EG-TZ11HIN
lr2 IENDuT21MAX
T4PPI 8C41+T611
TIPPIL-CIL
IF|KASEeEQ.2.0R.KASE.EQ._| TILPPI=O. 0
IF|KASEeEQo4..OR,KASE.EQ.5| TttPP]L=Oo0
MRITE 16t10+51 T4|.TCPPI.T].PPI
_,9 |F| STT.LTe-.O0|) STs]LoO
IN'I
51 AFIKASEeEQe]L.QR°KASE.EQ.3oOR.KASEoEQ.S) GO TQ 60
STYsST4'( ILoO'Y2|/( I.oO-YTQT|
TIPHl-I II|.,-YTOT l+l I,.4.STY41JT21)41.YSILPITSI41.Y6IPIT6I )II (I.,-Y2) +1 1 .+ST | |
IF(TIPNI.LT,T21) TILPMJL-T21
T1PJLs|o-STYet| T 1LPNI-T21 |
T 1LPP]LsTILPMIL
|FIYIP.EQ.O.O) TTIPN]L,,lr]LPNI
TESTsABS( T ILPHI,-TT |PM | l
IFI TESTeLE.OLTIPH ) Ms1
TT ]PH ]L=TJLPH|
GO TO 70 +*
60 TIPPI=CI ++'+
N=I +
STY'STIIIoO-YZlFI I.O-YTOTI " " " _' + "
TIPle1.-STYeITIPPI-T211 '+:-, ' +*_ ++ '_
X11'IPI,nTIPI *++*_* '+ _i, +_+
Y- I .,-ETAT I +*+
IFII'IPI.LE.Y! TIPI-44..OI *" .'_'+i+++ '+++ ' +_+, '+' ' '+
+ _, , + + +/ ; + .
, . +_, _ ,- ++
14 '+-, +
• <,; +
+
, ,+ ,..
+ •
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70 T4PPI=C6eT6|
PIPLX=L.-i I.-TLPL )/ETATI
P2 IPPX'I.- ( 1-- T2 I/TIPP 1 )/E TAT,+
RTX=I./(P|PIX*P21PPX )
EXP"J GAHHA-I. I/GAHMA
RCX=RI"XIPL*_'EXP
IF(KASE°EQoL) GO TO 80
IF(KASEoEQ.6.0R.KASEoEQ.S) GO TO 85
PSz*PPXa1L. €i/T&PP L- 1. )_E TAC2
P6PGX:RCX/PS_PPX
|F(KASE.GE.6| GO TO 90
T6P&" 1. 6X- 1. )/ETAG 1
T6P L=T6P6*T6!
GO TO 90
80 T6PI=( h-Y2)4_(TlPP I-T21)+T61
P6P6X,,it°_( T6P I/T61-1. I_ETACI
P56PP X=RCX/P6P6X
T56PP =1. _( P56PPX- 1. )/E TAC2
TSl'T56PPtTGPP 1
GO TO 90
85 GOEFB"( 1 °-ETACL-RC X_'ETACE*E TAC2e ( L°-YTOT l • ( I°-T1PL )/T61 ) *T6 I/ETACI
COEFC=T61*I L,-ETAC I)*ETAC2*( I,-YTOT I _'( |,-TIPI |/ETACI
GFUNC'-SQRT( 6° *COEFC)
[FICOEFB,GT,CFUNCI GO TO 600
T6P I" ( "COEFB d8COEFB**2-6,*COEFC l l/2,
T6PP]I."T6P L
GO 11"075
90 T2ML: ( ( 1°-YZ ) 4_T21_ Y52e TS1_ Y624k( 1• -E ) eTS 1) / ( 1. -Y624kE )
T31=EE*T51*( L.-EE )*T2M|
T61=E4_T2H1.( I°-EIeTS|
IF(H°EQ.OI GO TO 51
H=O
I"T IPM]L=Oo0
iF|KASE.EQ.L.OR.KASE.EQ.3.0R.KASE.EQ.S) TIPH1L,,( L°-YTOT|eTLPItYSL.Pe
ITS|.Y6|P4kT61
IFIT2|.EQ.L.O) GO TO 96
[F(lr|PE.EQ.L.O) GO TO 900
'SC,,( T6PI-T61 ) / ( TSI-T6PP 11
IFISTT°LTo-oO0|| CALL ZERO 12.0tSTtSCtINt.00021
IF(IN.EQÙ6) GO TO 600
IFiSTToLTo-oOOIoANOoIN.NEo3I GO TO $1
96 ETANUM-( 1Lo-YTOT)el h-T IP1 ! 4.( h-YZ|e ( T|PPI-TZL)-T6Pl S14.T6PPL
95 ETACY=ETANUN/| ( ILo-YTOT)e| h-T61 )_l lo-Y2le( TIPP1-TIPMI| J
IF(ETANUHoNEoOoOI GO TO 96
HPARAN=OeO
00 TO 91'
900 SCsO.O
GO TO 9_
96 klPARANs.94,8T/ETANUH
97 PI |PsPlP 1Xee|- I./EXP)
P]LPP2'*PZJLP Xq'_(- | °/E XP |
P6P*_,P4P4_Xe,t ( 1 ,;IEXP )
PS6PPt PS4,PPXee( | • IEXP) .... .
• IFIJoNE.O) GO TO 100 1 + ,, , * f
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'190 [FIJ.NE.OI WRITE (6t10601
TSI=TS/T|
IFISC.LT.O,O.OR.ETACY.LE,O.O.OR.T61oLE.TSI°OReT6PPIeLEeTSI)GO TO S
CALl RAOTRA(T| t TSt T31 t T6I t T6PI, T4PPI tEPS,HRt tfPARAMtOLM|Nt AINOPt
IAR_'_.9t ATOP|
200 WRITE(6tIO&S)T219ETACYtMPARAHtTIPItT3ItT6PItT§|tT61tP|IPtPIPP2tP6P
16t PS6PPt SCwAROPtA[NOPI ATOP
GO TO 180
5 WRITE(6tlOTOIT21eETACYtMPARAMTT|PItT3|tT6PILtTSItT61tP|IPtPLPPZtP6P
]l.6tPS6PPt SC
180 IF(J°NE.O) GO TO 230
98 T21=T2 [_T21DEL
;F(XTIPIoLE.Y) T218EGmT21
;F(ETACY°LToO°OoANOoT21-TZIBEG-LT°LoltT21DEL| T2|GEG=T2|
IF(ETACY.GEo 0.0) T21END'T21-T21OEL
IFIT21.LT.T21HAX) GO TO 69
J"l.
T21=T21BEG
IND-|
GO TO 69
100 CONTINUE
CALL HAX|N (T21tT21ENDtETACYe|NDe°OOS)
IF(INOoNE.6) GO TO 69
GO TO 190
230 J=O
TZI=,TZ|M IN
T6ImT61 L
IFiI'_.I°LTeT41MAX) GO TO SS
GO TO (It2t3ItKREAD
600 [FIJ.NE.O) GO TO 230
NRITE (6t2060) T21
GO TO [80
999 FORMAT (10[|)
1000 FORMAT (5F10o4|
1010 FORMAT(|HIt4|Xt*eTHBRAYTON CYCLE - TMO SPOOL - VARIABLE MORK SPLIT)
1021 FORMAT(|HOt40Xt49H|NTERCOOL ONLY- ALTERNATOR ON LOH PRESSURE SHAF
.IT|
|022 FORHAT||HOt37XtS6HINTERCOOL AND REHEAT - ALTERNATOR ON HiGH PRESSU
IRE SHAFT)
I023.FORMATIILHOt3TXtSSHINTERCOOL AND REHEAT - ALTERNATOR ON LOll PRESSUR
IE SHAFT)
1026 FORMAT(IHO,36XeSTHNO INTERCQOL OR REHEAT - ALTERNATOR ON LOH PRESS
lURE SHAFT )
1025 FORHAI'(|HOt42Xt46HREHEAT ONLY - ALTERNATOR ON LOH PRESSURE SHAFT1)
1030 FORMAT(1HOt 2XeTHETA( T IL) t3Xt ltlETAIT21) t3XtTHETA( C[ ) t);(t ?HETA(C21) t SXl
IL_HR(L | e8X • 1HEr 7Xt SHGAMMAt 6X• 2HC1• 8X e2HC4eSX• 8H SPL| T (T) / IOF |0._ 1)
1060 FORMAT (ILH |
|03S FORMAT(]LHOtSXt2HTIeGXt2HTSegXt3HEPSeTX•2HHRtlTXt)HYIptsx;6_|PFR_
|6Xt 2HY2t 7X• SHYZFR6/4F 10, 2• IOXt4F 1.0,4,1)
1065 FORNAT(IHKtSH T4/TI"tF6e4tSXtGHT4PP/T|"tF6e_eSXtGHTIPp/TlmtF6e4t "
1 ,, , ,_, /F131H.
1 TZlT1 ETACY NCTIP TIP/T1 T31T1 T4P/T1 ' TS/T1 _T6/TI
2 P1/PIP PIPP/P2 P41P/P_ PS/P4PP SPLIT(C1) ARAO/P _ A|NlrJPo ATOTFP 1)
1065 FOIUIATI lXt2FGe4eFge3tlOFOe_e31=Ge2) _, , r I , *
1070 FORMAT(IXe2FOe4•Fge3tIOFOe4•3XtI2HNOT CONPUTED|_ ' _ ,,, ,.. , ,
2060 FORMAT(IXoFIle4t lOXe 17HNO VALID' SOLUTION1) ....
END
tR - '- *41bV
ir
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APPENDIXB
SUBROUTINERADTRA
Subroutine RADTRA computes the specific prime radiator areas required for both
primary heat rejection and intercoolingo This subroutine is entered after cycle tempera°
tures, cycle efficiency, and weight flow parameter are computed for each combination of
the cycle temperature variables T41 and T21. It is bypassed during the cycle efficiency
maximization iteration until the optimum value of T21 is determined. The equaUons used
for calculating specific prime radiator area are those in references 1 and 2.
PROGRAMVARIABLES
The variable names common to both subroutine RADTRA and main program ETACY2
are listed in appendix A and omitted here. The variables for RADTRA are the following:
B function of TW3
CC function of EPS and HR
DELTW iteration correction to TW3
DF derivative of B with respect to"TW3
G radiator-area equation term
LOOP iteration counter
P radiator-area equation term
TW$ wall temperature at radiator inlet
TW9 wall temperature at intercooler inlet
TWI0 wall temperature at lntercooler exit
TW40 wall temperature at radiator exit
TS0 radiator-inlet temperature
T40 mdiator-eadt temperature
TOO inteeeeoler-lalet temperature
Tgl T4PI in app_ A
TI00 inteeeeeler-e=lt temperalnee
TIOI T4PPI in appendix A
IT
/
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W radiator-area equation term
WCPDP function of WCPTOP
WCPTOP WPARAM in appendix A
PROGRAMLISTING
$1BFTC RADTRA
SUBROUTINE RADTRAITItTStT31tT61tT91tT|OItEPStHR_t4CPTOPtOLMINt
IA i NOPt AROPt ATOP)
T30 = T31*TI
T60 " T41*TI
T90 = T91*TI
TIO0 • T|OI*TI
WCPOP=60. O*klCPTOPIT |
TM3 • T30
LOOP • 0
CC " •1[T3E-8*EPS/HR
90 B • Tkl3-T3OeCC*gTW3**4-- TS**6|
DF - 1.0.4.0_CC*Tt43._3
DELTt4 - B/DF
IF IABS|OELTMITti3)-DLNIN) 91[t9|192
92 TM3 " TM3-DELTH
LOOP • LOOP  1
IF ILOOP-T51 90tT2tT2
91 TW40 = T_O
LOOP - 0
g5 B • TM_O-T_O 40$$_v-TS$*4I
OF - ]LeO t._°O*C¢*TM60_*3
DELTM • B/OF
IF IABSI OELTM/TM4OI-OLNIN) 96tg6t97
9"/ TM40 a TM40- DIELTM
LOOP = LOOP ,_" I[
IF ILOOP-TS| _StT3tT3
96 IF|TSIg8t98e99
98 AROP " HCPDP_IZ49.O_ALOGI TH31TH40| #HR*ZOeO*|1[.OITM40**3-1[.O
IITM3_*31/|. 1173E-8*E_$ | )
OOTO 76
99 P • 60°O4_AL()GI|TH3*_ar. TS**4)IITH,_O*4"I_- TSe4_I_|IIHR
II • ALOG¢|TM3- TS|t,(Tkl_Oe TSII|ITH40- TS|
| *I TM3*TS | I |
G " 2.Oe|ATANi Tkl3/TS I-4LTANITH_O/TS | I
AKOP s MCPOP*IP4,|5.0*IH-GIII.173E-8*EPS* TS**3||
76 CONTINUE
GOTO SO
72 AROP • OeO
GO TO SO
"/3 AItOP =' 0.0
SO TM9 s T90
LQOP • 0
18
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5k. B = lrwg--T90+CC_,(TWgt,_4- TSt,,l,4l
OF -. 1o0¢'4.0_'CC_Tkl9_'1,3
OELTW " BIDF
I IF (ABS(OELTW/TMgI-OLHiN} 55,55t56
56 Tkl9 _' TW?-OELTW
LOOP " LOOP • 1
IF (LOOP-T51 5_t/Ot70
55 TWIO s "riO0
LOOP " 0
57 B = TWIO-TIOO+CC'_ITHIO_- TS_41
OF = |.0 •_.O_CC_TH]O_'9'3
DELTH = 8$DF
IF (ABSIDELTH/THIO)-DLNIN) S9tS9t60
60 TWIO " TN[O -DELTW
LOOP s LOOP • l
IF (LOOP-TS) 57eTLtTI
59 IF( TS)62t 62t 63
62 A|NOP s klCPOP_'i2_O.O*ALOG(Tklg/TM[O) IHR•ZO. 04'I i. OITkll[O'_'l'3--t-,O
1/Tklq,l'_' 3) I (, |. 73E- BEEPS ! I
_0 TO 51
63 P m 60.O_ALOG(|T_I9_'e4- TSe_4I/(TMIO_- TSar4) |IHR
W " ALOG|(TWg- TS)tITMIO• TS)/((TklIO- T£)
I *(TWg_,TS) II
G = Z.O_I, IATAN|TMglTS )-ATAN|TklIO/TS _)
AINOP : klCPOP_,IP•ISo, OtIM-GI/I.|T3E-8_EPS_ /Sit31)
GO TO 51
I! TO AINOP " 0.0
II oo,o.,11 A/NOP = 0.0
51 ATOP " AINOP • AROP
i RETURN
ENO
Zg
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APPENDIXC
SUBROUTINEMAXIM
Subroutine MAXIM provides the logic for deterrr, i__ng the maximum cycle efficiency
and associated turbine temperature ratio (T21) witl'.in the range specified by T21BEG and
T21END. For each cycle temperature rat:o, this subroutine is entered after the para-
metric results for all turbine temperature ratios have been determined. The subroutine
logic causes the maximum function value to be approached from both sides until there is
a convergence at the peak.
PROGRAMVARIABLES
The variables for MAXIM are as follows:
JUMP logic indicator for branching
SPEED retained values of WA
TOLER convergence tolerance
WA T21 in appendix A
WAMAX T21END in appendix A
WEIGHT retained values of WTFL
WTFL ETACY in appendix A
PROGRAMLISTING
SISFTC MAXIM
SUBROUTINEMAXIM |HAtHAHAXeHTFLtlNO,TOLER|
DIMENSION SPEEDI3),HE|GHT( 31
C IND _ 1, FIRST POINT
C IND • 2, SECONDPOINT
C END• $, THIRD POINT |ELIMINATE I POINT IF NECESSARY)
C END• _, FOURTHPOINT |ELIMINATE _TH POINT|
C |NO - St NANAX IS LESS THAN HA
CA)TO (|40,150,210,270e3TO)tlNO
t lo
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140 JUMP s |
IF (MAMAX,LT.WA| GO TO 145
SPEED(I! " WA
WE|GHT(|| = WTFL
NA = WANAX
IND = 2
RETURN
145 SPEED(3| " MA
klEIGHT(31 = MrFL
WA = MANAX
IND= S
RETURN
150 SPEEDI3) - WA
MEIGHT(]I = HTFL
160 ltA :, (SPEED(|)+SPEED(3III2.
IF(ISPEEOI3I-SPEEOI1)I.LT.TOLERI GO TO 600
IND - 3
RETURN
210 SPEEOIZI " IiA
MEIGHTI2I : klTFL
IFIMTFLoLEoHEIGHT(II.OR.WTFL.LEoWEIGHTI3)) GO TO 268
IND " 4
CHOOSE PROPER INTERVAL FOR NEXT POINT (STH POINT HAS BEEN ELININATEOI
245 GO TO (246,Z47)tJUMP
246 JUMP " 2
GO TO 250
247 JUMP I 1
GO TO 260
250 hlA = (SPEEO(IL)'_'SPEED(2)I/2.O
RETURN
260 WA a, (SPEEDI3I+SPEEO(2))/2.0
RETURN
268 IFIWEIGHTI3I.GT°MEIGHT(LII GO TO 269
WEIGHT(3I - MTFL
SPEED(31 = MA
GO TO 160
269 MEIGHTiJL) s MTFL
SPEED(I| s HA
GO TO 160
270 IF(ISPEED(3I-SPEED(II ).LT°TOLER) GO TO 400
280 IF (WTFL-IdE|GHT(2I I 320,350t290
NEff POINT BECOMES NIOPOINTt MIDPOINT BECOMESEND POINT
290 IF |HA-SPEED(2|| 310v300t300
300 SPEED(|| - SPEED|2|
SPEED( 21 • HA
MEIGflT(|I • ME!GHTI2I
klEIGHT(2) ,, klTFL
601'0 _,_S
310 SPEED(3I • SPEEO(21
SPEED(2| • MA
HEIGHT(3I • MEIGHT(21
HEI6Hlr(21 " HTFL
GOTO 24S
21
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C
C NEkl POINT BECONES END POINT
C
320 IF (HA-SPEED(2)) 340, 330t 330
330 WEIGHT(31 -- MTFL
SPEED( 31 = HA
GO TO 245
340 klEIGHT(I| = WTFL
SPEED(1) = WA
;oO TO 2_,5
350 IFIHA.GT.SPEED(2)) GO "1"0 360
SPEEDI3I = SPEED(21
14EIGHTI31 " WEIGHT(2I
GO TO 210
360 SPEED(|) := SPEED(2I
klEIGHTII) = WEIGHTIZI
GO TO 210
370 SPEED(l) " HA
tlEIGHTII) = NTFL
GO TO 160
400 INO = 6
RETURN
END
22
-C- ,
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APPENDIXD
SUBROUTINEZ RO
Subroutine ZERO provides the logic for determining the turbine work split (ST) that
yields a two-shaft one-compressor arrangement (SC = 0). When the input value of ST is
negative, subroutine ZERO is entered after each calculation of SC in order to test the
value of SC and select a new estimation for ST. A linear interpolation or extrapolation is
used to determine the estimated value of ST.
PROGRAMVARIABLES
The variables for ZERO are as follows:
TOL convergence tolerance
X ST in appendix A
XX value of ST for second iteration
XY reciprocal of slope of estimation line
Xl X value of first point defining estimation line
X2 X value of second point defining estimation line
Y SC in appendix A
Y1 Y value of first point defining estimation line
Y2 Y value of second point defining estimation line
PROGRAMLISTING
$[GFTC ZERO
¢
¢ FOR NONQlrONICOECREASINGY=FCN(X)
¢
SUGRQUTINEZERO (XXtXtYtINITOL)
[FIABS(Y|eLE.TOL| GO TO 100
GO TO IILOt2OltlN
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10 X l-X
Y I=Y
X=XX
IN"2
RETURN
20 X2"X
Y2=y
XY'( X2-Xl )/(Y2-YL }
[F(XY.GF..O.O) GO TO 200
X-XY* i-Y 11 *X 1
[FiAB$(Y1)-ABS(Y2)) 50t60t60
60 Xl=X2
Y1-Y2
50 RETURN
1.00 IN=3
YsABS| Y)
RETURN
200 iN=6
RETURN
END
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